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Roger Ruggeri

“A longtime friend and colleague of the Verdehr Trio (in the case of Elsa and Gary, dating back to
our years at the Eastman School of Music), I was pleased to be asked to write a piece for their
ensemble. For several years, a series of other commitments kept me from the project; it was not
really until the spring of 1994 that I was able to devote adequate time to getting it on paper.
Something of a departure from my more usual compositional concerns, the present trio is a
kaleidoscope of personal associations and allusions. Arising from the materials of its opening
measures, it unfolds freely through five successive episodes, ultimately transcending darkness and
gaining a realm of exhilaration.”
─Roger Ruggeri
The world premiere of Phantasy Trio was on November 24, 1994 at Desert Palms Presbyterian
Church, Sun City West, Arizona.
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